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Abstract. The Swij  Gamma-Ray Burst Explorer performed its first autonomous, X-ray follow-up to 
a newly detected GRB on 2005 January 17, within 193 seconds of the burst trigger by the Swft  
Burst Alert Telescope. While the burst was still in progress, the X-ray Telescope obtained a position 
and an image for an un-catalogued X-ray source; simultaneous with the gamma-ray observation. 
The XRT observed flux during the prompt emission was 1.1 x IO-* ergs cm-* s-' in the 0.5-10 keV 
energy band. The emission in the X-ray band decreased by three orders of magnitude within 700 
seconds, following the prompt emission. This is found to be consistent with the gamma-ray decay 
when extrapolated into the XRT energy band. During the following 6.3 hours, the XRT observed the 
afterglow in an automated sequence for an additional 947 seconds, until the burst became fully 
obscured by the Earth limb. A faint, extremely slowly decaying afterglow, a=-0.21, was detected. 
Finally, a break in the lightcurve occurred and the flux decayed with a<-1.2. The X-ray position 
triggered many follow-up observations: no optical afterglow could be confirmed, although a 
candidate was identified 3 arcsecs from the XRT position. 
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INTRODUCTION 
On 2005 January 17 at 12:52:36.037 UT, the Swqt Burst Alert Telescope triggered and 
located GRB 050117 (Sakamoto et al. GCN 2952). For the first time, Swqt responded 
autonomously to the BAT triggered burst, pointing the XRT at the GRB while the burst 
was still in progress, and allowing simultaneous gamma-ray and X-ray flux 
measurements of the prompt emission and follow up observations of the afterglow. The 
BAT lightcurve of the burst, which lasted 220 seconds, is multi-peaked. The XRT was on 
target and obtained a refined position and an image within 193 seconds of the BAT 
detection (Figure 1). The XRT detected the GFU3 at the end of the burst on-set, measuring 
a source position of RA(J2000)= 23h 53m 53.0’ Dec(J2000)=+65” 56’ 19.8” (Hill et al. 
GCN 2955) and an absorbed flux of 1.1&0.3~10-~ ergs cm”s” in the 0.5-10 keV band. A 
faint afterglow was detected by the XRT during the subsequent orbits. The UVOT 
activation was not complete at the time of these observations and therefore it remained in 
a non-observing state throughout. No radio or optical afterglow was detected by the 
ground based follow-up observations. 
S w i f t  Observatory 
XRT Detector 
FIGURE 1. XRT Image showing the 90% confidence error circle centred on the onboard position, 
corrected for a non-nominal spacecraft configuration and the BAT 90% confidence error circle from 
ground processing. 
Gamma-ray Analysis 
The time-averaged spectral fit over the 15- 150 keV energy band gave a photon index 
of l.lk0.2 and an EFak of 123&50 keV. The burst total energy fluence was 9.3*0.2~10-~ 
ergs cm-’ in the 15-150 keV band in 220 seconds with more than one third of the fluence 
in the 100-150 keV band. The peak photon flux of 2.47h0.17 ph cm-2s-1 (integrated for 
one second from 15-150 keV using the best fit model of a simple power-law), occurred 
87.22 seconds after the trigger. 
XRT Analysis 
The X-ray lightcurve is shown in Figure 2. The X-ray data indicate a decrease in flux 
of almost three orders of magnitude between the prompt emission at t=190 seconds and 
the afterglow at t=900 seconds. The decay becomes significantly flatter over the 
following -6 hours and then becomes steeper again sometime later in order to be 
undetected 43 days after the burst. 
A photo-absorbed power law spectral fit to the prompt emission (t=193 seconds) using 
a Galactic absorption column yields a photon index of 2.3k0.5. Fitting the same model to 
the summed data from the afterglow (t=900 seconds - 6.6 hours) yields a photon index of 
2.Ortl. 1. 
For the X-ray data we assume a spectrum of the form F(t,v)K (t-b)"vB, where p is the 
spectral index and p =1-photon index, yielding a spectral index of -1.3 f 0.5 and -1.0 f 
1.1 for the prompt and follow-up observations, respectively. 
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The minimum expected emission following the peak from the internal shock is the 
high latitude emission from the curvature effect (Kumar & Panaitescu, 2000). The 
angular spreading time scale determines the decay timescale, and consequently the width 
of an internal shock peak, At. Therefore, to of the internal shock is, tshock=187 seconds. 
Due to the non-detection of gamma-ray flux between t=300 seconds and t=913 seconds 
we can assume that the X-ray flux after 900 seconds is dominated by the decaying 
afterglow and therefore we can use the XRT flux measurement at 900 seconds as an 
upper limit on the contribution from the decaying internal shock at this time. 
This provides a constraint on the temporal decay of the internal shock of a<-l .  I. In the 
context of high latitude emission from the internal shock, where a=p-2, and taking the 
photon index of 2.3 h 0.5 into consideration, a decay of -3.3 + 0.5 would be expected. 
This is within the constraints of the observation, where a<- 1.1. 
Following the end of the prompt emission, the lightcurve enters a shallower decay 
phase where, for the following 6.3 hours, there is very little decay in flux. The 90% 
confidence upper limit for the decay index is -0.5, but the best fit to the data is shallower 
than this; a=-0.21&0.3. A second break in the power law is implied by the steep decay 
between the data points at 23 ksec and the upper limit at 68 days. In order for the source 
to be undetected 68 days after the burst, the flux must decay with a<-1.2 if the break 
occurred immediately after the last detection. If the break occurred later or the flux is 
significantly less than the upper limit, then the decay could be steeper. 
The afterglow due to the collision with the ambient medium may have started while 
the internal shock emission was still in progress, although the sample rate is too low to 
confirm this. The emission from the afterglow appears to be enhanced by the additional 
input of energy from lagging shells of ejected material. This burst was long and multi- 
peaked, and therefore if the later shells were slow moving with a modest Lorentz factor, 
energy would be injected into the afterglow as each shell collides into the external 
medium. This would cause re-brightening super-imposed on the nominal afterglow decay 
and could explain the flatter than expected decay between 900 seconds and 6.6 hours. 
The lightcurve is not well sampled and so bumps, which may be expected from re- 
brightening, cannot be discerned from the lightcurve. The refreshed shock energy 
injection continues until at least five hours after the burst. Some time between five hours 
and 4.5 days after the burst trigger, the refreshed shocks ceased and the lightcurve turned 
over to a steeper decay rate of a<-1.2 corresponding to the expected afterglow decay, 
thus the burst was below the XRT detection threshold at t=68 days. 
To date, there have only been three other observations by Swift with simultaneous 
gamma-ray and X-ray detections. The observations of GRB 050 1 17 demonstrate the 
unique capability of Swift to observe both the burst and the afterglow in the X-ray regime. 
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